RECRUITMENT
MARKETING
Talent acquisition teams must implement
innovative digital strategies to win the race
for talent in the autonomous vehicle industry.
This includes strategies within email
marketing, SEO, pay-per-click advertising,
social media and employee advocacy.

“

WITH THE QUICKLY CHANGING
TALENT ACQUISITION
LANDSCAPE, IT’S VITAL
TO DIVERSIFY YOUR
RECRUITING TECHNIQUES.

THE OLD STANDARDS OF
POSTING YOUR JOB ON A
COUPLE OF BOARDS DOESN’T
CUT IT ANYMORE.
“

- REBECCA BROWN, MANAGER, DIGITAL STRATEGY

PAY-PER CLICK
ADVERTISING
Ad Words
Pay-per-click advertising is a
great way to make sure your
ad is being served up to a
relevant audience. Based off
keywords that you choose,
search engines like Google,
Bing or Yahoo will show your
ad to job seekers using those
same keywords in their search
query. Say you are looking for
a Java Developer in Detroit,
you can sponsor keywords like
“Java jobs Detroit” so your
ads show up higher in relevant
search results and ensure you

are in front of an active
job seeker audience.
Consider also
sponsoring other
keywords like the
names of your
competitors,
characteristics of the
ideal candidate, or
certifications that a
Java Developer may be
searching for to reach a
more passive audience.

Social Media Advertising
The world’s largest social
network has changed its news
feed algorithm to prioritize
content from friends, family
and Facebook groups.
This change has caused a
company’s organic reach to be
limited to less than 2% of their
audience
Facebook has become a “pay
to play” space. Companies are
increasing their advertising
budget to reach audiences not
only on Facebook, but other
channels such as Twitter and
LinkedIn.

ON AVERAGE, IT TAKES 6-8 INTERACTIONS TO GENERATE A VIABLE LEAD.

EMAIL
Email is a highly-targeted and personal approach to
connecting with your audience, and a great tool for
attracting qualified candidates for talent acquisition
campaigns. It’s important to have many touch-points
with your target audience. On average, it takes 6 to 8
interactions to generate a viable lead.
Leverage email to promote original content pieces,
events or awards, etc., which is more effective than
only advertising your open jobs. Whether you are
nurturing existing candidates
or driving new leads, email enables you to share
relevant, helpful information in a strategic way.

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION (SEO)
The better rankings
you have in search
results, the more job
seekers will notice
your brand and jobs
online.

Whether it’s job postings, website content,
blog articles, photos or social media –
anything you post online should be search
engine optimized.
Expect to see improved results in your
search queries by implementing essential
strategies, such as quality content, rich
keywords, local SEO, internal linking, meta
descriptions, title tags, responsive design
and more.
For your job descriptions keep in mind the
job titles and keywords your candidates use
when searching for a job. Use normalized
job titles, avoid internal jargon, repeat
relevant keywords and similar job titles
throughout your description, and include
the location and compensation to help
boost your ranking.

70% of employers use social media
to screen candidates before making a
[8]
hiring decision.

Companies can
expand their
talent pool

10X

EMPLOYEE ADVOCACY
Gone are the days when companies can solely
rely on their marketing and PR teams to build
brand awareness, generate leads and attract and
engage with candidates. To expand your social
footprint and get your employer brand in front of
autonomous vehicle talent, you need to mobilize
your employees into an army of
brand ambassadors.
Through an employee advocacy program,
companies can reach its employees immediately
through mobile push notifications to get highpriority content in their hands. Employees can
then share that content with their own social
networks, giving each person a voice and
empowering them to become a “recruiter” as
they share their stories about working at
your company.

by recruiting through
their employees’
[11]
networks

Employee
advocacy is an
“always on”
marketing channel
that results in
5X more web traffic
+ 25% more
[12]
leads

100,000 + 1,000 x 500 = 600,000

COMPANY FOLLOWERS

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL
(EA)
CONNECTIONS

POTENTIAL REACH
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